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                Timeless Charm and Elegance…
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“NA NIRAND Romantic Boutique Resort”  a charming hideaway nestled in the heart of Chiang Mai.
      

      Legendary stories combined with the history of the Charoenprathet road area, the location of the resort,
      

      are the inspiration behind the birth of this beautiful gem.
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            During the reign of King Rama V, Western influence was spreading to the East. This area was historically
important in terms of forestry, and the Forestry Office is merely a few steps away. In the past, this was
the first Royal Forest Department, and legend has it that The Giant 100-year-old Rain Tree That towers
uniquely over Na Nirand was planted by Mr. H. Slade, the first Conservator of Forests in that era. To
this day, this elegant tree of history still stands tall and beautiful, creating excitement and fascination
for the guests…
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In addition to historical legends, guests may also appreciate The Story of True Love between a beautiful
girl descended from the Ruler of Lamphun and a Bangkok gentleman, the owner of “Baan Thab
Phaya”, which still sits in its original location, waiting for guests to feel and discover the true definition
of “Eternal Love”.



The beautiful history and legendary stories combined with the warm, friendly and attentive Thai-style
service are the charms of NA NIRAND Romantic Boutique Resort, and will stay in the memories of all
guests forever… For the “Eternal” Na Nirand…
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                    CONTACT US

          NA NIRAND Romantic Boutique Resort

          1/1 Soi 9, Charoenprathet Road, Tambon Changklan, Amphoe Muang, 

          Chiang Mai 50100, Thailand
          

          	Tel: 	+66 (0)53 280 988, +66 (0) 93 629 9998
	Fax: 	+66 (0)53 280 989
	Email: 	
                Information: info@nanirand.com

                Reservation: rsvn@nanirand.com
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